The Promise of Youth Resistance Training
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SUMMARY
Global health reports indicate that a vast majority of children and adolescents are not accumulating the recommended amount of moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) daily. This decline in MVPA has coincided with troubling temporal trends in muscular fitness in modern day youth. Since a prerequisite level of muscular strength is needed to move proficiently, developmentally appropriate interventions that target neuromuscular deficits are needed to prepare girls and boys for ongoing participation in active play, exercise and sport activities. Instead of focusing exclusively on aerobic activities, the promotion of youth physical activity should recognize the shared importance of strength, skill and aerobic activities for all youth regardless of body size or physical prowess. In addition to enhancing muscular fitness and improving motor skill performance, regular participation in resistance training has been found to have a favorable influence on musculoskeletal strength, cardiometabolic function, body composition, and mental health in children and adolescents. A new mindset that recognizes the critical importance of strength-building activities early in life is needed before this generation of girls and boys becomes resistant to exercise interventions later in life.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN?
- Youth resistance training can be a safe, effective and worthwhile activity for children and adolescents provided that the program is well-designed and supervised by qualified professionals. In addition to enhancing muscular fitness, regular participation in a youth resistance training program can improve health outcomes and prepare young athletes for sport.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
WHAT IS NEW?

- Low levels of muscular fitness seem to drive physical inactivity in modern day youth who are weaker than previous generations. Integrative exercise interventions that target strength deficits are needed to activate this generation of children and adolescents. There is a need to recognize dynapenia in modern day youth and value the unique benefits of resistance training. An understanding of the multifaceted nature of youth physical activity and the importance of strength building activities early in life may be needed to activate this generation of girls and boys.

Over the past 30 years a compelling body of evidence has found that youth resistance training can be a safe, effective and worthwhile method of conditioning for children and adolescents [8], [19]. In addition to observable gains in muscular strength, muscular power and local muscular endurance, regular participation in a well-designed resistance training program can enhance the health and fitness of girls and boys while preparing aspiring young athletes for the demands of sport practice and competition [13], [16], [19]. Despite outdated concerns associated with lifting weights during the growing years, the qualified acceptance of youth resistance training by medical and fitness organizations is becoming universal [3], [19], [27]. Notably, the 2020 World Health Organization guidelines on physical activity for children and adolescents include recommendations for performing muscle strengthening activities at least 3 days per week [29].

Despite this knowledge, global declines in measures of moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) in modern day youth have coincided with temporal declines in measures of muscular fitness [11], [15], [25]. That is to say, this generation of physically inactive girls and boys is weaker than previous generations and, consequently, at greater risk for adverse health outcomes associated with physical inactivity and muscle disuse [10], [22]. Since a prerequisite level of muscular strength is needed to jump, kick, throw and run proficiently [20], concerted efforts are needed to “activate” this generation of boys and girls with developmentally appropriate interventions that target neuromuscular deficits before youth become resistant to exercise and sport programs.

Although the term dynapenia has traditionally been associated with the loss of muscular strength and power often seen in older adults [5], the inevitable consequences of muscular weakness and neuromuscular dysfunction are also observable in physically inactive youth [10]. The construct of pediatric dynapenia can be used to capture an identifiable and treatable condition in children and adolescents characterized by low levels of muscular strength and power and consequent functional limitations not caused by neurologic or muscular disease [10]. It is time to recognize the foundational importance of muscular fitness in order to understand the multifactorial nature of physical inactivity in youth and design interventions that are most appropriate for this generation of girls and boys [9]. The aim of this article is to highlight the unique benefits of resistance training in youth as a primary agent for change. For ease of discussion, the term youth refers to children (6 to 12 years of age) and adolescents (13 to 18 years of age) and the term muscular fitness represents muscular strength, muscular power and local muscular endurance.

Contemporary Corollaries of Pediatric Dynapenia

Technological advances and social media usage have decreased the need to move. About 80% of German youth spend more than two hours per day sedentary, watching TV or using other screen devises [7]. Without regular participation in a variety of physical activities including those that enhance muscular fitness, girls and boys will not be prepared for the demands of active play, exercise and sport activities. Since muscular strength underpins many of the biomotor qualities that are needed to perform movement skills proficiently [28], reduced levels of muscular fitness may inevitably lead to a decrease in MVPA and an increase in physical illiteracy [10], [30].

Global reports indicate that a vast majority of children and adolescents are not accumulating the recommended minimum of 60 minutes of MVPA daily [1], [14]. Data from 298 school-based surveys from 146 countries found that 81% of students aged 11 to 17 years were insufficiently physically active [14]. These findings are consistent with data from the 2018 German Report Card on Physical Activity for Youth which found that only about 20% of girls and boys accumulate at least 60 minutes of MVPA daily and less than 25% of German youth play actively for several hours per day [7]. Despite the well-established benefits of regular MVPA [8], participation in active play and recreational exercise remains persistently low and temporal measures of muscular fitness (e.g., push-up, sit-up, and standing long jump) among modern day youth are troubling [10].

From a public health perspective, children and adolescents with low strength reserves (i.e., below average levels of muscular strength) may be less able (and less willing) to overcome unexpected stressors during daily life or physical challenges while engaged in exercise or sport activities. Indeed, evidence supports an association between muscular fitness and physical activity early in life, with the strongest link for vigorous physical activity and organized sports [26]. When looked at collectively, the evidence indicates that pediatric dynapenia is prevalent in modern day youth and that expected gains in muscular fitness in a growing number of children and adolescents are not optimal [10]. Consequently, the divergence in performance between weaker and stronger youth will likely widen over developmental time since youth with persistently low levels of muscular fitness are at increased risk of maintaining low muscular fitness levels into adulthood [12].

The health-related consequences of low muscle strength have been known for decades, but only recently have the life changing consequences of pediatric dynapenia begun to emerge. Muscular weakness early in life has been found to be associated with metabolic dysfunction [22], cardiovascular risk [4] and major causes of premature death [23]. It appears that low levels of muscular strength and fundamental movement skills early in life can interact synergistically over time to predispose youth to associated changes in physical activity, body composition and related co-
Potential Benefits of Youth Resistance Training

In order to alter the current trajectory towards physical inactivity and health-related comorbidities, a population wide approach for preventing and treating pediatric dynapenia is needed. Interventions that enhance muscular fitness can provide an opportunity for weaker youth to catch up with their stronger peers. Without a prerequisite level of muscular strength, weaker youth may be unable to break through a “strength barrier” that would allow them to perform fundamental movement skills proficiently and, subsequently, make observable gains in other important components of health and fitness as they move and play. Although most youth will develop a minimal level of muscular strength with activities of daily life, both unstructured (e.g., active outdoor play), semi-structured (e.g., school recess) and structured (e.g., youth fitness class) physical activities are needed to optimize gains in muscular fitness throughout childhood and adolescence.

Instead of focusing exclusively on aerobic activities such as running, bicycling and swimming, the promotion of youth physical activity should recognize the shared importance of strength, skill and aerobic activities for all youth regardless of body size or physical prowess [9]. Regular participation in strength-building activities has been found to have a favorable influence on musculoskeletal strength, cardiometabolic function, body composition, and mental health in children and adolescents [13], [19], [27]. Moreover, youth resistance training programs can have a positive impact on sprinting, jumping, throwing and agility performance in youth [6], [16] which, in turn, may increase participation in MVPA including sports [26]. As girls and boys get stronger and build their strength reserves, they may be better prepared for the ongoing demands of sports participation and less likely to suffer an activity-related injury [17], [18], [21]. The multifaceted anatomical, physiological and psychological benefits of youth resistance training are shown in ▶Abb. 2.

The health-enhancing and performance-improving benefits of youth resistance training should not be overlooked by health care providers, physical education teachers or youth fitness specialists. Different combinations of sets, repetitions and exercises can be used to enhance muscular fitness, reinforce desired movement patterns, and spark an ongoing interest in a form of exercise that can be performed throughout the life course [8], [19], [27]. Although there is no minimum age requirement for participation in a supervised and well-designed youth resistance training program, all participants should have the emotional maturity to accept and follow instructions. Most girls and boys are ready for some type of sport participation around 5 to 7 years of age, and this may be a suitable time for participation in a resistance training program that is consistent with each participant’s needs and abilities [27].

With developmentally appropriate teaching strategies, children can learn how to perform strength-building animal movements with their body weight (e.g., bear crawls and bunny jumps) as well as resistance exercises with external loads (e.g., dumbbell squats and medicine ball chest passes). Since the early years of life are characterized by rapid changes in brain development and associated neuroplasticity, childhood may be an ideal
time for girls and boys to improve their resistance training skill competency as they learn how to perform more complex exercises that require a higher degree of technical skill [21]. As resistance training skill competency improves, youth may progress to more complex movements with heavier loads to optimize training-induced adaptations [17], [19]. General youth resistance training guidelines are outlined in the table.

Since engaging in moderate amounts of muscular strengthening activities is associated with lower all-cause mortality, independent from MVPA, it seems prudent to participate in integrative exercise programs that include some form of resistance training throughout the life course [24]. In light of declining trends in muscular fitness in modern day youth, strength building activities should take a more prominent position in public health physical activity recommendations for youth [9]. It is unlikely that the current focus on accumulating at least 60 minutes of MVPA across the week will help inactive girls and boys develop attitudes and behaviors that support ongoing participation in a variety of exercise and sport activities.

Concerted efforts are needed to inform youth, parents, community leaders and school officials about the adverse consequences of pediatric dynapenia and importance of participating in strength building activities. In addition, educating fitness professionals about the potential health and fitness benefits of well-designed youth resistance training programs may be helpful. Without developmentally appropriate interventions that target strength deficits and build strength reserves, this generation of girls and boys may be more likely to experience functional deficits, activity related injuries and adverse health outcomes than previous generations.

New insights into the design of physical activity programs for youth have highlighted the importance of initiating interventions early in life, integrating strength and skill building exercises into the program, and developing competence and confidence in a variety of exercise and sport activities [8]. Yet findings from the first-ever European survey of fitness trends for 2020 found that “children and exercise” ranked 19th (between wearable technology and Yoga) whereas “fitness programs for older adults” ranked 11th [2]. A new mindset that recognizes the critical importance of enhancing muscular fitness early in life is desperately needed before this generation of girls and boys becomes resistant to our exercise interventions later in life.
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